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ible and integrated in the table frame which enables 

a maximum of design freedom. On top of that, we are 

showing our ErgoFit trainer – a unique ergonomic 

and training concept to stay healthy and active at the 

work station during the working time. It is a 3D cam-

era  system that interacts with the user. These unique 

technologies are another milestone for our office fur-

niture industry. Come and celebrate with the inno-

vation leader LOGICDATA the future of the sit/stand 

office table - technology.   

Walter Koch / CEO

EDITORIAL 
Dear Customers,

As every year, we are participating in the most impor-

tant office furniture exhibition in North America, 

 NeoCon in  Chicago. We think it is the perfect place to 

share our visions and dreams with you. We would like 

to give you the opportunity to explore the most future 

oriented technologies at our booth. This year our high-

light is the LOGICdrive system – the most integrated 

and optimized drive unit system for electric adjustable 

tables. We have incorporated the  control box into the 

drive unit and added the option of an  invisible hand-

set. That given, our LOGICdrive technology is invis-

Logic
Revolution. 
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LOGICdrive
SYSTEM

concept

Invisible Sensing 
Technology

With the sensational LOGICtouch concept visible 

hand switches with tactile or capacitive buttons 

might belong to the past. Through a capacitive band 

– which is embedded directly in the table top – the 

new LOGICtouch is completely invisible and fully 

 integrated.

Intuit ive 
control

The LOGICtouch concept is absolutely intuitive in its 

usage since it mimics the human way of lifting and 

lowering. The sensor is activated through a simple 

touch of the surface. This initial activation is  followed 

by a pull or push of the tabletop this makes the table 

move in the desired direction. Simply  intuitive.

Less components, 
maximum design

With the integration of the hand switch into the 

tabletop, the number of visible components is 

reduced to a minimum and this allows a maximum 

of design of your table system. Together with the 

LOGICdrive system there almost no visible technical 

components on your office table system.

SUPER LOW 
STAND-BY

Through a clever technical solution the LOGIC-

drive system is the only table system on the mar-

ket that features 0,04W stand-by power consump-

tion. The new LOGICpower supply is yet another 

step of LOGICDATA to further reduce the ecologi-

cal  footprint.

Detachable power 
plugs /  cords

An absolutely great feature of the LOGICpower 

supply is the possibility of being plugged directly 

into a wall/floor-outlet. Alternatively it can be used 

in the classical way with a power cord. Regard-

less if used with a plug or a cord, both versions are 

detachable. This gives you the flexibility in the cre-

ation of your table system and allows for a state-

of-the-art design.

Highly 
optimized size

The LOGICpower supply has been dramatically 

optimized in its size to meet and exceed your 

expectations in terms of freedom of product 

design. Optimized size means less shipping cost, 

less raw material used and again a reduction of 

the ecological footprint.

0,04W
STAND-BY

Logic 
Office. 
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The f irst  intell igent 

drive unit
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Maximum freedom 
in design

The elimination of a control box also means 

a  maximum freedom in design for you. Aside 

from two LOGICdrive units all you need is the 

 LOGICpower supply and a connection cable 

between the two LOGICdrive units to run your 

height-adjustable table  system. In connection 

with our LOGICtouch  concept there are almost 

no  visible technical components on your table –  a 

logic revolution. 

Full  integration

The LOGICdrive is the first intelligent inline drive 

unit in the office furniture industry. Instead of 

a using a separate control box, this drive unit 

incorporates all the necessary intelligence in one 

super-slim product.

Best-in-Class 
for Bench 
solutions

One LOGICpower 
supply

The LOGICdrive system is the ideal solution for 

bench systems where multiple workstations are 

in the same area. With the LOGICdrive system you 

need only one LOGICpower supply to power up to 

4 tables or 8 drive units, which reduces the cost 

for electronic components of each system and the 

ecological footprint by using less raw material.

BRUSHLESS 
TECHNOLOGY

Logic 
Office. 

Be logic.
 BE REVOLUTIONARY.

High 
eff ic iency

By utilizing brushless DC technology, this sen-

sational drive unit provides the highest levels of 

 efficiency of a drive unit ever made for height-

adjustable tables. Aside from high efficiency, the 

usage of brushless motor technology has the add-

ed benefit of a reduced possibility of mechanical 

wear. 

Optimized & fully 
integrated ISP

The LOGICdrive has a fully integrated Intelli-

gent System Protection (ISP). Whether through 

a sensor that is built directly into the drive unit 

or through software-based ISP, collisions with 

 obstacles can be detected immediately, providing 

a highly  optimized system protection.

Individually
controlled

Even though only one LOGICpower supply is used 

in a bench system, each table has its own hand-

switch to individually set the height of the table. 

Most ecologic 
solution

Aside from the component cost, also the stand-by 

consumption of a bench system is reduced dra-

matically utilizing one LOGICpower supply with 

highly optimized stand-by consumption. Thus 

providing the most ecologic solution for bench 

systems and multiple table setups.
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Best eco-package

on the market
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ErgoFit  Trainer 
CONCEPT

The f irst 
interactive 
workspace 
that  keeps 
you active.

Intuit ive interaction 
through 3D camera

Just raise your hand and stand up/sit down, and 

the table moves to your recommended height. This 

is done by a 3D camera that sits on top of your 

workstation. Besides that, you can also adjust the 

height by using a smart device or a personal com-

puter.

Absolutely 
expandable

External sources, such as light, smartphone 

 charger/docking station can be activated if you are 

logging in and are automatically deactivated if you 

leave the table. 

Personal 
stat ist ics and health

You can easily review your table usage, such as 

working time in sitting and standing position. You 

can also see how many calories you have burned, 

which also encourages using the table more.

Set personal 
goals

Through the smart app you can set yourself daily 

goals. You will get feedback from the system if you 

have reached your goal and it keeps you motivated 

to reach them. You can also share the trophies 

that you can earn on social media.

Facil i ty  manager 
capabil i t ies

The ErgoFit-Trainer system stores all relevant 

information into the cloud (internet) – which can 

be provided to the facility manager. Typically, the 

 following information is available: selection of 

buildings, floors, rooms and tables; live-view about 

usage, live-view about table info and service info.

Your 
ergonomic coach

The system acts as an ergonomic expert and your 

personal coach – it calculates ideal situations/

adjustments at the workstation (sit/stand height).  It 

can ‘see‘ if you’re sitting or standing correctly and 

provides feedback. It reminds the user to reach 

 several sit/stand cycles per day and provides a 

training program to stay active and healthy.

Table sharing 
made easy

If a table is used by several individuals (table 

 sharing) they can be recognized by the ErgoFit 

Trainer and the system knows who you are. Your 

personal settings are available in a database, so if 

you login at one table, your data setup is active.

3D CAMERA 

SYSTEM
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